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Reflections • Tuesday 10 November 2020 • By Bishop Jeremy Greaves

The angry young man in the fifth row

"Some years ago a dear friend gave me an old Russian icon that has hung on the wall in my study ever since"
(Bishop Jeremy Greaves)

Some years ago a dear friend gave me an old Russian icon that has hung on the wall in my study ever since.
Recently I’ve tried to find out more about the Saint who has looked over my shoulder for the past several
years as I’ve sat at my desk to work or read.
St Alexis, Metropolitan of Moscow and All Russia the Wonderworker, was born at the end of the 13th
century in Moscow into a noble family. One story of St Alexis says, “The Lord revealed to the future saint his
lofty destiny from early childhood. At twelve years of age Eleutherius went to a field and set nets to ensnare
birds. He dozed off and suddenly he heard a voice: ‘Alexis! Why do you toil in vain? You are to be a catcher
of people.’ From this day on the boy abandoned childish games and spent much time in solitude. He
frequently visited church, and when he was fifteen he decided to become a monk.”
When I was 15 years of age, I decided that I wanted nothing more to do with the Church – I abandoned
confirmation classes and refused to join my family on Sunday mornings, except under great duress. The
Rector of that parish would sometimes refer to me from the pulpit as ‘that angry young man in the fifth
row’. Some years later I was invited to preach at Fr David’s funeral and would credit him, in part, for
fostering my vocation.
I have long been a little jealous of people like St Alexis, whose sense of call and vocation comes with such
clarity – this has never been the case for me. The discernment of God’s call in my life has always been a little
like feeling my way in the dark, watching and waiting for the next glimpse of light to draw me on. It has
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always been about trusting my heart, or even my gut, that this is who God has called me to be and this is
what God has called me to do.
My call to be “a catcher of people” has more often than not come to me as a quiet whisper, half heard and
recognised only in retrospect or a gentle leading by the Holy Spirit into a deeper understanding of what
God might be asking of me.
The gift of St Alexis watching, even as I write this short reflection, is the reminder that God’s call comes to
each of us in different ways. The only common thread is ultimately an openness to a call on our lives that
will take us only God knows where and see us doing only God knows what.
I will most likely never be called ‘Wonderworker’, but I do know that the God who called the young
Eleutherius is the same God who continues to call me and who continues to call all of us into deeper
relationship and a deeper sense of who we are – if only we have the courage to imagine what life could be
like if we answer that call.

News • Thursday 12 November 2020 • By Michelle McDonald

Aunty Rose awarded 2021 Queensland Senior Australian of
the Year

Aunty Rose charmed Premier Annastacia Palaszczuk and all others in attendance with her warmth at the 2021
Queensland Australian of the Year Awards, which were held on Tuesday 10 November 2020

Queensland Anglican Aunty Dr Rose Elu received the 2021 Queensland Senior Australian of the Year Award
at a ceremony on Tuesday night in recognition of her community advocacy and work in the climate change
space.
Premier Annastacia Palaszczuk, who presented the honour, said Aunty Rose’s award recognised her
decades-long contribution as a campaigner and as a strong family advocate.
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“Since 1980 Aunty McRose Elu has been drawing attention to the impact of climate change in the Torres
Strait, speaking at the United Nations and to business and political leaders,” the Premier said.
“She champions renewable energy and sustainable methods of production as a member of the Australian
Religious Response to Climate Change.
“She is a Torres Strait Elder who advocates for her community with a vision of enhancing the lives of
children and families.
“She also helped negotiate the legal recognition of the traditional customary adoption practices of Torres
Strait Islander families in Queensland, which my Government was proud to pass this year.”
The Australian of the Year Awards recognise inspiring individuals who lead as role models in their
communities, their state/territory and the nation.
Aunty Rose said that the award shines a light on the impact of climate change on Torres Strait Islanders and
the work that her people are doing to address the issue.
“We have six low-lying islands in the Torres Strait and one of these, Saibai Island, is my island,” Aunty Rose
said.
“The rising sea levels are threatening vegetation and the way of life and wellbeing of Torres Strait Islanders
– climate change is a big issue in the Torres Strait.”
Aunty Rose said that she is grateful to God and to her loved ones and colleagues.
“The award means a lot to me. It is a great privilege and honour for all of my people – my family, colleagues
and friends,” she said.
“I give glory and thanks to God for the recognition of this award and for the people who have walked with
me, internationally, nationally and locally, including friends, family, colleagues and neighbours.”
Aunty Rose has demonstrated an unwavering dedication to bettering the lives of children and families, to
Reconciliation and to sharing the traditional practices of her people.
In an Ad Clerum sent to Anglican Church Southern Queensland clergy yesterday, Archbishop Phillip Aspinall
congratulated Aunty Rose and said that it was particularly fitting for her to receive the award during
NAIDOC Week.
“I was delighted to hear in the news overnight that Aunty Dr Rose Elu is the 2021 Queensland Senior
Australian of the Year,” Archbishop Aspinall said.
“The announcement of Aunty Rose’s award comes at a most opportune time, given that we are observing
NAIDOC Week this week…I hope Aunty Rose’s award gives inspiration to our Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander communities during this NAIDOC Week, and beyond.
“Please join with me in congratulating Aunty Rose on her award and in praying for God’s blessing on her
ongoing work in the Church and the wider community.”
Aunty Rose serves our Church and the wider community in a number of roles, including as a member of the
Diocesan Reconciliation Action Plan Working Group; as Churchwarden and Synod Representative for the
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Torres Strait Non-Geographic Parish; as an Executive Member of the National Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Anglican Council (NATSIAC); as a member of the Australian Religious Response to Climate Change;
as Elder in Residence at Griffith University; as an Indigenous Service Delivery Advisor with Relationships
Australia; and, as a family support counsellor with Anglicare.
A brief conversation with Aunty Rose leaves you in awe, not just of her big heart and generous spirit, but of
her brilliant mind. She gained a Bachelor of Arts in Anthropology and Political Science at the University of
Queensland before completing her PhD on Customary Law at the University of Hawaii and further post
graduate studies in Theology at St Francis College.
Aunty Rose will represent Queensland in the national awards held in Canberra on 25 January 2021.
Hear Aunty Rose speak about Reconciliation in this video.
For a full list of 2021 Queensland Australian of the Year recipients, please visit the Queensland Government
website.

Hymns • Friday 6 November 2020 • By The Rev'd Canon Dr David Cole

‘Holy Spirit, living water’

The Rev'd Dr Elizabeth J Smith AM

As the Black Lives Matter demonstrations took place around the globe mid-year, we discovered once again
that suffering and a yearning for justice are shared across different cultures with very different histories. As
we watched the fervour of passionate calls for change to eradicate cruel discrimination in so many aspects
of life, we were glad to see calls for compassionate responses. And as the coronavirus continues to spike
across so many of the world’s communities, we are again grateful for the work of the Holy Spirit inspiring
Christians in supporting the work of those caring for COVID-19 patients, and for the families of those who
have died.
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For Christian communities in the season after Pentecost and throughout the year, prayers to the Holy Spirit
elevate our understanding of faith in action in everyday life. One such prayer is a congregational song by
The Rev’d Dr Elizabeth Smith, renowned Australian hymn writer and 2020 recipient of an AM in recognition
of her service to the Australian church. This hymn, published years ago when Elizabeth was serving as a
curate in Melbourne and most recently in Songs of Grace* (song no 795), is set to a very prayerful tune by
The Very Rev’d Chris Chataway, who is currently Dean of the Anglican Diocese of Perth.
The song calls on the Holy Spirit to “flow in us and set us free” (v.1), to “blow the dust of death away,” and
“lighten hearts to love and play” (v.2). In the third verse, Elizabeth uses the image of the rushing fire burning
with truth and justice and prays that our minds will be caught alight with a passion for the “perfect love that
casts out fear”.
As we sing this song, we come to understand better the work of the Spirit in blessing and healing, filling us
with tenderness and offering the wine of grace to “make us children of the Light”. This is a sung prayer to
further open our hearts to the passionate necessity of living the Christian life in ways that seek justice, truth
and compassion, and demonstrate the Divine delight in laughter and joy, healing and blessing.
All along the way, Chris Chataway’s tune interprets the text with delicacy and a powerful prayerfulness that
supports the carefully modulated text and well-considered theology behind it. The entire hymn ‘package’ of
text and tune provides a most effective and enjoyable vehicle for prayerful singing and deserves a place in
our worship.
Give it a try, if you haven’t already come to love this song in your congregation.
* Songs of Grace: Supplement to Together in Song, Australian Hymn Book II is published by
Australian Church Resources and is available on the Australian Church Resources website in
a paperback book and CD.

The Baru Beat • Friday 13 November 2020 • By The Rev'd Rick Gummow

Unexpected generosity from unusual suspects

"The Department of Corrective Services has regional work camps for low-security inmates...Two of these,
Mitchell and Charleville, are in the Maranoa Warrego Anglican Mission Area" (The Rev'd Rick Gummow)
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Maybe the ninth beatitude should be, ‘Blessed are the prisoners, for they themselves will bless.’
Some weeks ago, the Maranoa Warrego parishes dug around in the gospel reading from Matthew that was
listed for All Saints’ Day – The Beatitudes (or ‘blessings’). We were encouraging each other to pray for the
sort of character that blesses the communities in which we live.
Over the last couple of weeks, I have had cause to pause and ponder at how richly Maranoa Warrego
people are blessed by those who come into our communities for a time, touch lives for the good, and then
depart. There is one particular heartwarming example I would like to share with you.
The Department of Corrective Services has regional work camps for low-security inmates. They were
established way back in the 1990s, when low-risk inmates were sent to Charleville, in the Warrego, to help
clean up after significant flooding. In our Diocesan region we now have work camps in Warwick, Mitchell,
Charleville, St George and Dirranbandi. Two of these, Mitchell and Charleville, are in the Maranoa Warrego
Anglican Mission Area.
The thinking behind participation in a work program is that it allows inmates to give back to the
community, develop new skills, and provide them with opportunities to build trust. The work they do
includes, but is not restricted to, maintaining fences around community infrastructure; lawn mowing and
maintenance at public cemeteries, playgrounds and showgrounds; and, building and restoring structures in
public spaces, such as picnic tables in community parks.
In both Mitchell and Charleville, they also maintain our large churchyards. All Saints’ Anglican Church in
Mitchell is on about an acre and All Saints’ Anglican Church in Charleville is on about two acres, so the work
is intensive. They also bless us by being part of our congregation every Sunday at All Saints’, Mitchell. Each
work camp has only 12 workers and, pre-COVID-19, half of these folk were coming to church each week.
However, when COVID-19 restrictions began back in March, all the workers were taken back to the
correctional centre at Palen Creek near Beaudesert. In July they were allowed back into the work camps,
but were restricted to the camps and were not allowed to do any work in town or even come into town. It
was only last week that they were permitted back into towns.
Anyway, I digress, so back to the blessing. The workers are paid $10 per day for a standard working day,
starting at 7am. In Mitchell, pre-COVID-19, one Sunday a Department of Corrections cheque for $500 was
placed in the collection plate, and the following week a further cheque for $250 was given. The boys had
authorised the department to take the money out of their respective accounts so they could make a gift to
the church. Now, this $750 represents 75 days of hard yakka in the western Queensland heat! What
overwhelming and gracious generosity! They truly gave all they had, just like the widow gave all she had in
Mark 12.42-43. Not only that, but each week they also toiled in their kitchen to bring us truly extravagant
food for morning tea. Trifle! Eton mess! Who doesn’t love a complicated layered dessert topped with
cream?
In terms of the Beatitudes, what can we say? These inmates are poor in spirit and mourn the impact of their
past choices on the lives of their loved ones. They have shown themselves to be meek, humble and gentle in
heart. They are also peacemakers, as they strive to make peace with the society that they used to war with.
So, what blessing has flowed to them from their renewed character?
The six who came to our services have now been released, with one deported to the country he came from.
We keep in contact with four of them. All have found work, even in these times of COVID-19, and all have
found church communities who love and accept them. One has found a companion to love and partner
through life. The blessings have flowed to our church through their true and real witness to the love and
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unconditional forgiveness of God. I am filled with joy every time I think of them and hear from them, which
is an experience of the kingdom of heaven.
By supporting the Bush Ministry Fund (BMF), we can ensure the Church’s presence and support for all who
come into our communities – even if just for a time. The Anglican Church is respected in the Maranoa
Warrego as we have a long history serving here. Please consider the BMF as part of your parish’s mission
programs. It is a truly vital piece of this wonderful mosaic that we call the ‘Anglican Church Southern
Queensland’.

News • Friday 6 November 2020 • By Michelle McDonald

Holy hermit legacy meets digital tech in innovative new
ministry

“Whether seasoned Christians or seekers, Holy Hermits Online offers people a place to gather, engage in
worship and be enabled to offer their ministry gifts in the building up of God’s Kingdom online." (The Rev'd
Jamee Callard)

An exciting and innovative online community has recently been launched by the Anglican Church Southern
Queensland, inspired by the Church’s holy hermits and in response to the emerging needs of the COVID-19
environment.
The priest of this new ‘Holy Hermits Online’ ministry The Rev’d Jamee Callard said that the online
community has been created as a safe space for diverse people to gather in worship and contribute their
gifts, with the possibility of the community continuing beyond COVID-19.
“Holy Hermits Online has been created during the liminal season of COVID-19 to hold space for God’s
people to grow in Christian life and community,” The Rev’d Jamee said.
“Whether seasoned Christians or seekers, Holy Hermits Online offers people a place to gather, engage in
worship and be enabled to offer their ministry gifts in the building up of God’s Kingdom online.
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“Responding to the COVID-19 environment and the subsequent need to create safe spaces for people to
gather in God’s name was the original catalyst for the community to be born, but at the heart of Holy
Hermits Online is a desire to go deeper with God in online community worship, fellowship and
contemplation.
“Whether providing a temporary space or a long-term spiritual home for community members to gather
and offer their gifts in ministry, interaction and involvement are key parts of the mission of Holy Hermits
Online.”
The new community was named after the Church’s holy hermits, both venerated saints and others lesser
known, who sought a special solitude with God by living in self-imposed isolation.
Some of the more famous hermits include Julian of Norwich who lived as an anchorite, confining herself to
a ‘cell’ in a church where she was visited by parishioners for her wise counsel, in 14th-15th century Norwich,
England.
Other notable people who lived as hermits, either long-term or for a period of time, include Benedict of
Nursia (who founded the Benedictines in the sixth century) and fourth century Bishop Martin of Tours (who
has long been associated with chaplaincy).
Well-known modern-day hermits include Franciscan priest and ecumenical teacher Richard Rohr who lives
in Albuquerque, New Mexico and contemplative religious sister and famous BBC art critic Wendy Beckett
who lived in a caravan until her passing in 2018.
The Rev’d Jamee said that we have much to glean from the Church’s hermits.
“We seek to learn from the holy hermits how to live differently in our own contexts, growing to allow the
Holy Spirit to work in and through us to reach out and offer God’s transforming love,” she said.
The Rev’d Jamee said that the Holy Hermits Online community has its roots in St John’s Anglican Church,
Bulimba who, like many churches around the world in the COVID-19 environment, launched an online
service offering in March this year.
“Since March, the online ministry formed into something that could be offered to the wider community,
either as a temporary ministry through the remaining season of COVID-19 or possibly beyond as an
ongoing intentional online mission,” she said.
“Bishop for the Southern Region The Right Rev’d John Roundhill has been very supportive and encouraging
of Holy Hermits Online and PMC Executive Director Stephen Harrison has sponsored the initial
implementation of the ministry.
“Holy Hermits Online is open to anyone who wishes to gather for worship, fellowship and contemplation.
“The initial gathering for worship on Zoom during September has involved the faithfulness of about 30
people who, as starting members, offer their unique gifts to the community each Sunday.”
Visit the Holy Hermits Online website or email The Rev’d Jamee Callard via
Jamee.Callard@anglicanchurchsq.org.au for more information.
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Features • Friday 13 November 2020 • By Bishop Cam Venables, The Rev'd Christopher Bate,
Elizabeth McConnell, The Rev'd Dr Ann Solari

The power of sharing stories

Bishop Cam Venables had a skin cancer removed from his cheek on 29 July 2020, with 24 stitches to his face
showing the margins. Queensland has the highest rate of skin cancer in the world, so Bishop Cam recommends
that all Queenslanders get a skin check each year. For more information, visit the Cancer Council Queensland
website and use the free online Cancer Risk Calculator.

When Bishop Cam Venables had a skin cancer removed from his cheek in late July and subsequently shared
about his experience online, the unexpected flow-on effects for other local Anglicans were significant – hear
what Bishop Cam, The Rev’d Chris Bate, Elizabeth McConnell and The Rev’d Dr Ann Solari have to say.
The Right Rev’d Bishop Cam – Bishop for the Western Region
I was born in Northern Ireland 55 years ago and have been blessed with an Anglo-Celtic skin. In the journey
of my life I have spent 34 years in the Southern Hemisphere and have loved the people and places I have
called home in that time. However, living ‘down under’ in Papua New Guinea and Australia has meant that
my skin has seen a lot more sun than if I’d stayed up in the north…and a lot less rain!
Consequently, I get a skin check at the beginning of each year and think it’s a bit like the principle of having
your vehicle serviced regularly – you just want to monitor how things are going and address issues as they
arise before they become major.
Earlier this year a biopsy from a mark on my face was diagnosed as a squamous cell carcinoma, also known
as an ‘SCC’. It’s not the first and I’m fairly confident that it won’t be the last! Anyway, a wonderful surgeon
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cut the little critter out and because it was on my face, he created a large flap to cover what was removed
using 24 stitches to hold it in place.
This initially looked pretty dramatic, as you can see by the above image, and inevitably people noticed. I
have to say it’s a strange thing to be in a supermarket and have kids stare open mouthed as you approach
while their parents make eye contact briefly before looking away!
Because I present a video session called ‘Live at Five’ to a Facebook community each Sunday and
Wednesday afternoon many people quickly became aware of the surgery and I was hugely encouraged by
messages of support and assurances of prayer.
But in the weeks following, I was also struck by feedback from some people who said that my experience,
and the pirate-like photo, had been a catalyst for them to have their own skin checked. And, that they had
been living with an itchy mole or a freckle that had changed colour and had not really thought about
getting them checked.
One of these good folk was the Priest-in-Charge of the Parish of Booval, The Rev’d Chris Bate, and I think
the experience he described is full of God’s grace…

The Rev’d Chris Bate with wife The Rev’d Juliana Bate and their children Connor and Victoria

The Rev’d Chris Bate – Priest-in-Charge, The Parish of Booval
For the last 18 months, I had been thinking “I need to get a skin check.” But as life goes, things pop up and
it kept getting pushed to the back of my mind. On 30 July, Bishop Cam posted a photo on Facebook of his
recent procedure to remove a skin cancer.
After seeing this, a loud and clear voice said, “Chris, you need to get checked.” While this voice may or may
not have been audible, I knew it was God’s spirit talking to me.
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Off to the doctor I finally went, knowing there was a spot on my back which concerned my wife, Juliana.
However, the doctor spotted a small spot on my left ribcage that concerned him, and so on 25 August he
removed it. A week later the biopsy results were back, and they weren’t good – a Stage 2, nearly Stage 3,
melanoma. This led to more skin being removed from the same spot on 11 September. Thankfully, the next
lot of results came back clear, and the doctor was confident that “we got it all”.
Nonetheless, the doctor wanted to remove the spot off my back, too. This one came back all clear, but with
signs the cells were starting to mutate. A good thing it was removed! My doctor thinks that because of my
age (only 35), “I am a scary man”. After all of this, I’m waiting to see a specialist later this month to find out
the next steps for my skin.
I expect to be on a long journey with my skin and skin cancer. My grandmother died at 50, two weeks after I
was born. What started as a melanoma for her turned into the brain tumours that took her life. This has
played on my mind during this time, but I am reminded of Psalm 121: ‘I lift my eyes to the hills; from where
is my help to come? My help comes from the Lord; the maker of heaven and earth.’
I am so thankful to God and for his grace at work through all of this, especially the witness of Bishop Cam
as he shared his story. Without that prompting, it may have been another year, and who knows what could
have happened. Like Bishop Cam I am now a huge advocate for getting skin checks, especially for younger
people. You just don’t know when a seemingly small spot may actually be cancer.

Elizabeth McConnell is a formation student and pastoral care practitioner

Elizabeth McConnell – Formation Student and Candidate for the Diaconate
For (literally) years I had, “Make appointment with a skin specialist” on my to-do list. I would look at the list
and every time I saw it think, “Oh yes, I must do that…” and of course, it was never done.
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I have the skin you’d imagine of a country girl with a fair complexion running around in the 80s and 90s,
rarely wearing hats or applying sunscreen. I’m covered in freckles and have lots of moles. I used to be pretty
good at keeping an eye on them with my GP, but the practice slipped around the time I had my first child
more than a decade ago.
This year, I saw Bishop Cam’s post pop up on Facebook showing a big cut on his cheek where he had a skin
cancer removed. It was a pretty shocking image! It reminded me again that “I really must make that
appointment.” But, I still didn’t make the call. It wasn’t until Chris Bate had his skin check and a melanoma
was found that I was jolted out of my complacency and I finally made the call to have my skin checked.
The doctor who looked at my skin was very professional and quick. Knowing what he was looking for meant
that each spot was assessed quickly before moving on. I was in and out in less than 15 minutes. Everything
is fine, apart from one spot on my forehead. Out of all the spots on my body which are shaped weirdly,
raised, larger than 5mm etc, this one is a small, perfectly round, non-receded and unassuming spot that the
doctor told me requires monitoring.
It has markers of pre-cancerous skin spots and at the moment is fine, but without monitoring we could miss
the moment it turns and I could end up with a very big problem. So, the next specialist appointment is
already booked for next year. I won’t be letting this fall by the wayside again.
I am very thankful that both Bishop Cam and Chris were willing to share their stories on Facebook, as these
gave me the nudge I needed to get checked.

The Rev’d Dr Ann Solari is a GP and Honorary Cathedral Deacon

The Rev’d Dr Ann Solari – General Practitioner and Honorary Cathedral Deacon
Due to our warm and sunny climate, Queensland’s lifestyle can lend itself to high levels of sun exposure. It’s
no surprise then that Queensland has the highest rate of skin cancer diagnosis in the world.
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Skin cancer can be deadly, but if found early it is often curable. At least two in three of us will develop skin
cancer before the age of 70. The good news is that 95 per cent of skin cancers can be successfully treated if
detected early.
Those of us with fair skin, blue or green eyes, fair or red hair or lots of moles or freckles are at higher risk of
developing skin cancer. Cumulative UV exposure also contributes to our risk. Anyone who grew up in
Australia, works outdoors or spends lots of time in the sun should take extra care to protect and check their
skin.
Skin cancer is not just a disease of older people. In fact, melanoma is the most common cancer in young
Australians aged 15-39, and it kills more Australians aged 20-39 than any other single cancer.
It is important that we all check our skin regularly. We need to get to know our skin and take immediate
action if we notice any changes. We all need to get familiar with our skin because it is the best way to notice
changes possibly linked to skin cancer.
Annual skin checks with a GP or specialist are essential; however, as we are the people who see our skin
every day we need to take responsibility for knowing our skin – doing so can be lifesaving. If we notice a
change or a new spot, we should show our GP as soon as possible. The GP may look at the spot with special
equipment, take a biopsy or refer us to a specialist skin doctor for further investigation or treatment.
There are many useful resources which show us how to check our skin. It is worth looking at the Cancer
Council and Queensland Health websites, as well as talk to our doctors. Apps like Miiskin can help track
moles over time and this SunSmart ‘Spot the difference’ resource is useful for printing and putting on the
kitchen fridge as a visual reminder at home.

Features • Friday 13 November 2020 • By The Rev'd Penny Jones

Chewing the cud of scripture: lectio divina
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Don’t let the Latin put you off! Lectio divina just means ‘divine reading’ – it means above all a slow,
reflective reading of scripture and can be compared to allowing the words of scripture to gently dissolve in
our hearts and minds. It is the spiritual version of ‘slow food’.
It is an expression of what Thomas Cranmer meant when, in concluding his Homily on Scripture, he wrote,
“Let us ruminate, and, as it were, chew the cud, that we may have the sweet juice, spiritual effect, marrow,
honey, kernel, taste, comfort and consolation of them.”
Lectio Divina rose to prominence in monastic circles in the sixth century when Benedict of Nursia included it
in his Rule. Although, St Benedict drew upon more ancient practices dating back to eastern monasticism in
the third and fourth centuries. These practices recognised that God communicates with us through the
scriptures in ways that are direct and relevant, but that take time and a contemplative spirit for us to
receive.
“For the word of God is living and active, sharper than any two-edged sword, piercing until it divides soul
from spirit, joints from marrow; it is able to judge the thoughts and intentions of the heart.” (Hebrews 4.12)
I first encountered the practice of lectio divina in a local parish, where the rector used it as a way to begin
our weekly staff meeting. The method used was very simple and could be adapted to any group setting.
The Bible passage we used was a portion of the gospel reading for the following Sunday, but any passage
of about six to eight verses is suitable.
Lectio divina can be done by oneself or in a group. If done in a group, it is best if the group meets in a
circle. The following outlines how a group may approach lectio divina.
1. Settle in silence. This recognises that this practice is not so much a matter of Bible study as it is a
form of contemplative prayer.
2. First reading of the passage: listen. A member of the group reads the passage aloud and slowly.
Group members are invited to listen for the word or short phrase that resonates for them and to
simply name that word or phrase aloud. It is important that here, and throughout the exercise, that
participants do not comment on or in any way respond to others’ choices. The interaction comes
from the holding of contemplative space for one another, rather than from verbal exchange and
conversation. This boundary is hard to observe at first, but it becomes easier with practice.
3. Second reading of the passage – ponder. A different member of the group reads the passage
aloud. In a diverse group it is good to have the voices of those of different genders, ages, etc, heard.
This time the group is invited to listen for the word or phrase that is speaking to them, and to
articulate aloud in a brief sentence or two why they think that God is speaking to them through this
particular word at this particular time. What is happening in their life and in their prayer that
resonates with this word or phrase? Why is it relevant to them? Why is God bringing it to their
attention?
4. Third reading of the passage – pray. A different member of the group reads the passage aloud.
Again, the group is invited to listen for the word or phrase that is speaking to them. This time it may
be in answer to what has already been expressed or reinforcing of something already discerned. It
answers inner questions like, ‘What is God’s invitation here?’ ‘What am I being asked to take up or
let go?’ Participants are invited to use this understanding to frame a simple request for prayer,
spoken to the person on their left. It could be something like, ‘Please pray that I may trust God
more.’ Or, ‘Please pray that I may be ready to let go of my need to control in this situation.’ The
person on their left retains the request until all requests have been received. The group then prays
aloud for one another around the circle, each person praying for the person on their right. It is
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important that the prayers remain short and simple – reflecting as clearly as possible the prayer that
was requested, so that the person requesting prayer hears back God’s invitation to them.
5. Finish in silence. The group ends by resting for a time in the contemplative silence with which they
began. For some groups lectio divina can conveniently introduce a lengthy time of silent meditation.
For others a shorter time is preferable. In either case, it is helpful if the leader concludes the time in
a consistent way, perhaps with the Lord’s Prayer and the Grace.
My own experience has been that as confidence grows in the confidentiality of the group, the depth of
silence and of encounter with God increases and profound and life-transforming insights occur. The power
of group lectio, regularly practised, is that the group upholds and supports one another in prayer between
sessions.
However, it is also common to practise lectio divina as an individual. The process is essentially the same as
described above, except that the individual can choose whether or not to read aloud, and they may choose
to use a journal to write down the word or phrase that resonates and their reflections and prayers. As with
the group experience, framing a simple prayer is helpful. It can also be instructive to carry around the most
striking phrase for a day or so, allowing it to penetrate our innermost being.
Looking back over a lectio divina journal it is possible to see trends and patterns emerge. These can become
the subject of prayer or conversation with a spiritual director or soul friend.
There are many books and online resources about lectio divina available. This resource from the Anglican
Communion website is easy to follow and makes suggestions for both individual and group practice.
There are also other modern adaptations, including the practice of visio divina or ‘divine seeing’, where you
approach a work of art or sacred image in a similar receptive way, allowing it to speak to your mind and
heart and invite you into a place of silent contemplation.
What is essential to all such practices is to be open to the action of the Holy Spirit, allowing God to speak to
the heart.
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Features • Friday 13 November 2020 • By Jan Donkersloot, Anthea Meadows

Our op shop: another door to our church

Parish of Chermside op shop volunteers (L-R) Jan Donkersloot, Anthea Meadows and Anna Took in the Parish
of Chermside op shop on 30 September 2020

When Fr Daniel Jayaraj came to the Parish of Chermside he brought with him a new vision to create a
community of care and he was very keen to start in early 2019. He has a plethora of energy and ideas and it
was a matter of seeking volunteers from the church to reinvigorate our parish via a range of projects. Our
free soup kitchen was opened first to provide cooked healthy meals to people who need them. We soon
saw the happy looks on people’s faces as they enjoyed the food and conversation with each other and the
volunteers. So Fr Daniel decided to open the op shop in order to increase our ability to help by giving away
the bedding, clothes and household items people need and also to raise funds to continue the work
planned to ‘open the church up’.
Our op shop is more than a shop. It is a ministry – a warm and welcoming space where people know that
they come for a chat every weekday between 9 am and 1 pm. We have people who come in regularly just to
talk. One lovely local regularly comes in to chat to us about Filipino recipes and traditional cultural health
remedies. A lonely local who now volunteers at the op shop has dressmaking skills and so she made
wonderful COVID-19 masks for church volunteers – she feels welcome at services because she knows Fr
Daniel and some of the parishioner volunteers. A delightful gentleman that Fr Daniel met on one of his
walks started coming into the shop to regularly buy little things to give to people in need and always
donated money to the op shop and soup kitchen money box during his visits. Stories like these warm our
hearts.
Another ‘regular’ lady who comes in for a chat had a surgery pending and so Fr Daniel prayed with her –
she had tears as she shared that it was the first time anyone had ever prayed for her. Our volunteers in the
op shop are very compassionate when people come into the shop who are distressed and struggling with
life. We seek out Fr Daniel and he comes and has a chat and prays for them.
We always start our daily shift together with a prayer that we keep at the front counter. This helps to keep
our focus on Jesus, bonds our volunteer team and nourishes us so we can care for others.
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We now know and greet most people by name and quite often know what items they may be seeking. This
is why I affectionately call our shop, ‘The Olde Op Shoppe’. Our op shop functions as another door to our
church.
One of our young volunteers, Anna, visited the op shop one day to buy some clothing. She was so thrilled
with the fashion items that she purchased $80 worth of clothes. After one visit, she became one of our
regular volunteers, and assists at the op shop when she is not studying at university.
Any monies raised by the selling of stock is used to fund other parish ministries, including the soup kitchen
and parish pantry Christmas items. While much of our op shop stock is sold, we also give clothes, bedding
and household items to people who are in need, including to single mums and dads; people who are
unemployed; people experiencing homelessness; people who have fled family and domestic violence; and,
people who have recently left prison or hospital.
We feel God’s sovereign hand on our church’s op shop ministry. It’s amazing how often items providentially
arrive just when they are needed. We have so many stories of people coming in and asking, “Have you got
a…?” And, sure enough, what is needed had just come in that very morning.
Initially to launch the op shop, a small core group of four people met around April 2019, with the op shop
finally opening with a service by Fr Daniel and a blessing for its future work a few months later. Getting the
shop ready involved cleaning and renovating under the hall; buying the display racks and shelving;
replacing the lighting; creating a separate space with curtains for sorting and break times; planning the
shop layout; and, making a change room.
What has worked well for us is to have all clothes on long low rails with signs at the front, with clothes
grouped and displayed according to prices. Plastic bins are very handy for sorting and odd items. Much of
the work is involved in accepting donations, sorting and pricing, displaying stock and managing money.
We have been involved in the op shop from the very start. Anthea sorts and prices as she has a knack with
costing crockery, kitchenware and homeware and is ‘chief sorter’. Whereas Jan looks after the clothing,
haberdashery, books, music and odd items and is the ‘chief talker’.
Other important tasks were an insurance review; the purchasing of a cash register; organising access to an
EPFTPOS machine; and, sourcing a large front counter for payment and displaying special items and church
flyers. We use a sign in/out book for volunteers and an A4-size one-day-to-a-page diary to write daily
notes. We wear full aprons with ‘All Saints Anglican Church Chermside’ embroidered on the top and badges
(with our Christian names only) so we are easily identifiable.
Effective advertising is a big part of the op shop’s success. We purchased a banner to put outside and have
been using social media (our parish Facebook page), online community groups, a free local community
publication and the church pew bulletin to get word out.
Top 10 tips for launching, opening and running an op shop
1. A small core group of approximately four or so parishioners with lots of energy and commitment is
needed to drive the launch of a church op shop, as well as the priest, warden and treasurer being on
board (as they need to be involved in decision making). If the group is too big, things risk being
drawn out and delayed.
2. When you open, start small and build from there – we initially opened three days per week and built
to five days per week (9 am to 1pm) as we grew.
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3. Open up your volunteer team to people in the wider community, including young people who have
the time and who love op shops; people who are unemployed (so they can upskill and gain a
reference); people from other faith backgrounds; and, people from other language backgrounds
who want to practise their English-speaking skills.
4. Train your volunteers well so they know how to sort and process donations; how to serve and care
for customers; and, how to price and merchandise/display items. This helps equip your volunteers
with transferable skills and helps the shop run smoothly. Ensure your volunteers are easily
identifiable from across the shop (e.g. via aprons), that they are provided with a name badge (with
their first name only) and that they sign in and out of each shift (e.g. via a sign-in book).
5. Buy your shelving, racks and furniture secondhand, such as on Gumtree, secondhand fitting shops or
Facebook neighborhood pages. Find out what grants are available to help with the purchase of
more expensive items, including local and state government grants.
6. Think about your customers’ comfort and needs by ensuring that your lighting is good so stock is
visible, there is ample parking, there is effective street signage, that you provide a fitting room, there
is efficient point-of-sale facilities (e.g. a cash register and EFPTPOS machine or similar contactless
facility) and that there is a separate curtained-off area for donation drop-offs and sorting.
7. Ensure that you arrange any insurance, volunteer policy and workplace health and safety reviews, as
required.
8. Merchandise/display and price your stock in an accessible and easy-to-maintain way; for example,
put bedding with bedding, books with books, shoes/bags with shoes/bags and so on; put a price
tag on each item or each collection of items (make your own tags with string and light cardboard);
and, label racks clearly, such as ‘Pre-loved fashion’ for name-brand clothes.
9. In the COVID-19 environment, ensure that hand sanitiser is available for customers and volunteers,
as well as disposable gloves and masks for volunteers
10. Spread the word about your op shop through social media, church notices and community
publications so parishioners and community members know that they can donate items as well as
visit the shop to make purchases or seek assistance.
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News • Friday 13 November 2020 • By The Rev'd Jazz Dow

Archbishop’s ABM November Appeal

Br Abaijah Waraua (PNG), Br Kelliot Betu (PNG) and Br Matthias Tovotasi (Solomon Islands) with The Rev'd
Wayne Connolly (centre) and some of the leadership team from Yarrabah (Photo courtesy of Bishop Keith
Joseph)

“Our Church is blessed by the sacrificial ministry of many Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Anglicans.
These leaders are often working with vastly inadequate resources, and in situations of very high need. ABM
strives to correct that inequity by channelling the generous giving of the wider church to equip Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander leaders to carry out the work they are called to do.” – ABM 2020 Project Book
This year Archbishop Phillip Aspinall’s Anglican Board of Mission (ABM) November Appeal will support
ministry and mission in the Anglican Diocese of North Queensland.
During September/October this year, I travelled with my family to North Queensland. We had the
opportunity to worship at St Alban’s Anglican Church in Yarrabah and spend time with the vibrant
community there. We learned of plans that are afoot to open a café and outreach centre in the parish. Later,
we travelled to Thursday Island (known as Waiben by traditional owners, the Kaurareg people) to attend the
Anglican Torres Strait Regional Council meeting. We spent much time listening to and conversing with
many Anglican leaders in the community about their ministry and mission.
There are exciting initiatives underway across the Diocese of North Queensland that will reinvigorate the
broader national Church, if we’re receptive.
Funds given to the Archbishop’s November Appeal will be “used by the Diocese of North Queensland for
high-priority Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander mission activities.” These activities include:
•

A Ministry Development Officer for the Cape York Peninsula – resourcing and supporting outreach
in Yarrabah and among the Aboriginal Communities of Cape York.
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•

•

Developing the Church in the Torres Strait – including, supporting a Melanesian Brotherhood
household, with plans to base the household on Thursday Island (Waiben) so they can run the local
parish and pursue mission to strengthen the Church throughout the Torres Strait.
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Ministry Formation – including the raising up of young leaders
and the resourcing of students attending Wontulp-Bi-Buya College.

These ministry endeavours, and many more, need our support.
“The Diocese of North Queensland consists of the State of Queensland north of Latitude 22 degrees. It is a
unique diocese. Not only does it have urban and rural parishes along the coast from Sarina to Cooktown, it
also has sparsely settled areas west of the Great Divide; substantial Aboriginal populations in the Cape York
Peninsula; and the Torres Strait Islands. The vision of the Diocese is to encourage non-stipendiary ministers
in smaller communities supported by Ministry Development Officers; and to encourage the development of
Indigenous leadership so that the Cape York Peninsula and the Torres Strait Islands become autonomous
parts of the Diocese and the broader Australian Anglican Church, able to carry out mission to the broader
Church and strengthen it.” – ABM 2020 Project Book
Please consider giving generously to these vital initiatives in our Church by visiting the ABM website. Please
also pray for those who give so much to share the love of God of in their communities.

Features • Friday 13 November 2020 • By The Very Rev'd Dr Peter Catt

Reuniting a toddler with his father

Mother Sabbah and son Sammi have been separated from their husband and father, Saif, by the Federal
Government for over three years (Image courtesy of Kasun Ubayasiri)

I am sometimes asked how and when I first became concerned about the safety of refugees and people
seeking asylum. My answer always stems back to conversations I had with my folks when I was a teenager
growing up in the 70s. My parents intentionally raised my siblings and me to respect the values of kindness
and a fair go for all and would often point out when they observed systematic injustice. They would usually
unpack the causes and implications, whether the injustice impacted people overseas or locally, including
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racism toward the Biripi people in Taree where I grew up. Of course, my parents were just as quick to point
out when a given people or situation was treated in a fair, reasonable and kind manner.
Following the Vietnam War, my parents frequently commented on how impressed they were with Liberal
Party Prime Minister Malcolm Fraser’s compassion, as he welcomed many Vietnamese people who fled to
our country for safety. In the decade following the war, his choice to be compassionate led to more than
50,000 Vietnamese people rebuilding their lives in peace, freedom and safety here, where they have
collectively made a remarkable contribution to our nation.
At a time when the racist ‘White Australia Policy’ legacy was still pervasive in many parts of our
communities, Fraser’s decision was groundbreaking, brave, kind and effective. Later, he went on to
courageously take a stand and openly challenge the asylum policies of future Coalition and Labor leaders.
Fraser’s compassion, courage and commitment to a fair go for all show that principles can indeed transcend
politics.
In October I spoke at a gathering of local people who are very worried about the more than 100 men who
are being indefinitely held in Kangaroo Point Central Hotel, most of who were medevacked to Brisbane
following nearly seven years of detainment on Manus or Nauru. Over 80 per cent of the men held in this socalled ‘alternative place of detention’ (or ‘APOD’) had their refugee status confirmed many years ago, which
means that they have passed the necessary security and safety checks.
Within a fortnight of this gathering being held, a young father named Saif tried to hang himself in the hotel.
Saif’s wife Sabbah, who has also been found to be a refugee, came to Brisbane from Nauru months after
giving birth because their baby son Sammi needed medical treatment. Consequently, she and Sammi have
been living locally in community detention for three years. Saif was not permitted to leave Nauru and
accompany his wife and child here, hence they were geographically separated for several years.
Last year Saif was medevacked to Brisbane, where he was detained in the hotel APOD. Sabbah and Sammi
have been living 20 minutes away from the hotel, but were forbidden from hugging their husband and
father, despite Sabbah being unwell herself and needing a number of surgical procedures in the last year.
After years of detention, this ongoing and completely unnecessary and cruel situation brought Saif to
attempt suicide at 3.30 am one Saturday in late October. Since attempting to take his life, he has been held
in the even more isolated Brisbane Immigration Transit Accommodation (BITA) facility.
Of all the current Federal Government policies impacting the safety and wellbeing of refugees, none is more
abhorrent to me than that of arbitrarily detaining people indefinitely. The mental health effects of leaving
people in this long-term limbo are well documented and include depression, severe anxiety, hopelessness,
resignation syndrome and self-harm, as well as the huge toll on the loved ones of those detained.
I have heard stories of good Christian folk visiting their Federal Members of Parliament to express concern
about the indefinite detention of refugees and asking their representatives to advocate for the release of
people into our community, only to be turned away with, “In principle I agree with you, but there are no
votes in it.”
This mind-boggling response reminds me of something that the late Malcolm Fraser once said when he
criticised Federal Government leaders for using refugees as political footballs, instead calling for humane
treatment:
“This is a demeaning debate, it’s a miserable one. It also shows that the politicians who participated in this
debate have contempt for all of us, for the majority of the Australian people. They believe that despite all
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the evidence to the contrary, that if they appeal to the fearful and mean sides of our nature, they will win
support.”
As Christians, we want our political leaders, many of who purport to be Christian, to treat refugees and
people seeking asylum with compassion, kindness and fairness. As Christians we want to see people living
in peace, freedom and safety with their families.
We want to see our political leaders make decisions founded on the family principles that they claim to
uphold. We want our leaders to treat refugees the way they would wish to be treated and the way they
would wish their spouses and children to be treated.
Thus, we want to see young families like husband and father Saif and wife and mother Sabbah and their
toddler son Sammi thriving in our communities.
The only way that we can shift our political leaders is for more good folk to keep appealing to their elected
representatives in order to show that there are indeed “votes in it” – to call upon their elected
representatives to release those who are being indefinitely detained into our communities and/or to take
up New Zealand’s’ long-standing offer.
At the October gathering of worried locals, I spoke about how heartened I was that 96 per cent of
Australians asked Senator Jacqui Lambie to vote in the Senate for refugees in our detention centers be able
to maintain access to their mobile phones. Phones are a lifeline for refugees who are held in detention, as
they enable access to family members and loved ones, legal representation and health support.
In early September Senator Lambie surveyed our nation asking, ‘How do you think I should vote on the
Mobile Phone Ban bill?’ The bill to ban phones failed to pass in the Senate solely because Senator Lambie,
who had the deciding vote, chose to vote in favour of detained refugees keeping their mobiles – she did do
because the overwhelming majority of Australians asked her to vote this way.
This example clearly shows what we can achieve together if each individual speaks up for what is right, fair,
reasonable and compassionate.
Let’s start by advocating for Saif to be reunited with wife Sabbah and toddler son Sammi, so they can live in
our local community together.
Here are four practical things we can each do to help make this happen:
1. Write to or call your Federal Member of Parliament, asking that your elected representative
advocates for Saif so that he is released into the Brisbane community, and thus reunited with his
wife Sabbah and son Sammi.
2. Call Acting Minister for Immigration Alan Tudge MP on (02) 6277 7770 or email him to ask that he
arranges for the release of Saif from BITA (you may wish to note his response on your social media
pages, ensuring that you tag him or use the hashtags #auspol and #LetThemHug).
3. Share this ACSQ Facebook post or post this anglican focus reflection on your social media pages,
ensuring that you tag Alan Tudge MP or use the hashtags #auspol and #LetThemHug.
4. Organise an online or in-person prayer vigil to intercede for Saif and his family and for the softening
of the hearts of our political leaders and/or pray for the young family and our elected
representatives in your personal prayer time.
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News • Wednesday 11 November 2020

Flinders students participate in two-day design summit

Flinders Year 5 and 6 students attend the final ceremony with Sunshine Coast Councillor Ted Hungerford. Cr
Hungerford cuts the ribbon to officially open the Maroochydore Future City for 2050 at the Design for Impact
Summit, held in the Performance Centre at Matthew Flinders Anglican College in October 2020

Students at Matthew Flinders Anglican College on the Sunshine Coast have designed a new world-class city
from the ground up.
In partnership with the Queensland University of Technology Design Lab and experts in design, the College
hosted a ‘Design for Impact Summit’ immersion experience in October.
The summit was a surprise event for Flinders’ Year 5 students who, on the first day of Term 4, were tasked
with the mission to imagine, design and prototype a smart, healthy, happy and sustainable Maroochydore
City Centre for 2050.
The challenge was inspired by real-life city planning and takes into account that:
•
•
•

The Sunshine Coast is one of the fastest growing regions in Australia.
For the first time in history, the majority of the world’s population lives in cities.
By 2050 it is estimated that three quarters of the world’s population will live in cities.

Flinders’ Head of Primary Trudi Edwards said Matthew Flinders Anglican College was committed to being a
leading school in design thinking.
“The Design for Impact Summit challenged our students to look at the world differently,” Mrs Edwards said.
“Working in collaborative teams, our Year 5 students were asked to be ‘future thinkers’ and design a
sustainable Maroochydore City Centre for 2050.
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“This is all part of our College’s aim to give our students from Prep to Year 6 diverse and rich opportunities
to experience first-hand the energy, excitement and possibility of design thinking.”
During the Summit, each student team was given a large-scale 3-D cardboard base cut-out of a different
precinct as part of the greater city.
Teams were responsible for designing and then constructing their precinct using cardboard, collage
material, recycled plastic, paints, glue guns, staples and other construction materials.
Once the precincts were completed with 3-D design features, the pieces were fitted together to construct a
large-scale model of the future city.
During the event, the students’ work was disrupted when various expert consultants and leaders in the
community ‘dropped by’ virtually to offer issues.
Issues were presented by a town planner, architect, politician, olympian, permaculturalist, local Indigenous
artist and cultural performer, educational consultant, art gallery curator and Sunshine Coast Council
consultant.
The students were challenged to understand and respond to the issues as they designed and constructed
their group’s large-scale 3-D city precinct.
What the students said
Year 5 student Madison Wylie said it was an exciting way to kickstart Term 4 at Flinders.
“We didn’t know what to expect when the summit began on the first day of Term 4,” Madison said.
“The only clue we were given about the event was on the last day of Term 3 when we all sat down to watch
the environmental movie, 2040, together.
“The movie got us thinking in different ways so when the summit began we had fun dreaming up some
pretty wild ideas for a better city in 2050.
“One of our favourite design ideas was for floating buildings in our city to give residents plenty of natural
space for parkland.
“Some of our ideas may actually be possible because in 30 years’ time technology will have advanced
considerably.”
Year 5 student Olivia Blake had the important role of being the City Mayor during the Design for Impact
Summit.
“The event was a lot of fun, especially because it was a surprise – we had no idea it was going to happen!”
Olivia said.
“Being able to help design a city for 2050 and build it using cardboard and craft was exciting.
“As City Mayor, I had to stand up and speak in front of all the students and also the professionals who
visited.
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“I learned that being a mayor involves a lot of thinking and decision making on the spot.
“Over the two days, we learned the different steps of design from professionals whose job is to design new
spaces every day.
“They taught us that it is better to start by creating things on a small scale so that you can test your ideas
out to see if they will work before making them as a big project.
“The summit also taught us how to work well with other people. I learned that you get the best result when
you collaborate and work respectfully together.
“It’s important to share your ideas and to listen to what other people think. When you combine your ideas,
you may be able to create a better design.”
Why design thinking matters in primary school
Mrs Edwards said, “Design thinking is important because it helps our students to develop social and
emotional skills and creative and critical thinking.
“Students also learn skills of empathy, collaboration and problem solving which are vital for leadership,
community service and entrepreneurship when making a genuine difference in the lives of others.
“The summit was an exciting opportunity for our College to generate a unique learning experience for our
students.
“As a College, we enjoyed a successful working partnership with top tertiary institution QUT’s Senior
Lecturer Dr Natalie Wright, as well as with Sunshine Coast Council representatives and design leaders in our
community, such as Director of Create Ed Leighann Ness Wilson.
“The outcomes will be transferred to our Primary School’s i-Impact units and other subject areas where we
explore and develop skills in entrepreneurship, community service and leadership in action.”
Over the two-day summit, students considered:
•
•
•
•

How ‘change’ impacts cities, technology and human behaviour.
How cities work now.
How to use one’s imagination to project into the future.
How their precinct would fit with the other precincts to make a 3-D model of a viable future city.

Design thinking for democracy
Flinders’ Head of Teaching and Learning, Debbie Planck said the Design for Impact Summit was also an
opportunity for students to understand the importance of active democratic participation and the power of
collective decision making.
“Flinders is part of the highly lauded international Round Square network of member schools and so, during
the summit, students used Round Square’s Ideal of Democracy,” Ms Planck said.
“As a result, students learned positive teamwork and negotiation skills built on democratic principles and
experienced the meaning of respect, equality, mutual cooperation, persuasion and good communication.
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“What’s more, the summit gave each student a unique opportunity to explore their creativity and take
ownership of their learning in an exciting and practical way.
“It is astounding to consider the breadth and scope of engaged learning that occurred over just two days.
“In teams, students learned about governmental development processes, the design process in the realm of
urban design, and how to be active participants in the design of their future on the Sunshine Coast.
“We knew that our Year 5 students were ready for this challenge and it was wonderful to see them thrive in
such a dynamic, collaborative and high-energy environment.
“The learnings from the event will help us to fine tune the process so that we can involve more students in
2021 across our College of 1,300 students from Prep to Year 12.”

News • Thursday 5 November 2020

St Andrew’s student to feature at GoMA

St Andrew’s Anglican College Year 12 student Poppie Thorpe and her artwork ‘Isolated in Ambiguity’, which
received an Excellence Award in the Creative Generation Excellence Award and will be displayed in the central
exhibition at GoMA in 2021

An artwork originally inspired by mental health challenges has turned into so much more for St Andrew’s
Anglican College Year 12 student Poppie Thorpe, after COVID-19 restrictions stranded her and her family in
New Zealand for four months.
The Sunshine Coast student’s artwork ‘Isolated in Ambiguity’ received an Excellence Award in the Creative
Generation Excellence Awards and fulfilling her dream to be displayed in the central exhibition at GoMA in
2021.
Poppie and her family became stuck in New Zealand for four months during the COVID-19 lockdown,
meaning she was forced to complete the end of Term 1 and all of Term 2 remotely and online.
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Although the talented visual art student had already decided on a piece that explored mental health
challenges, her own and shared experiences through COVID-19 isolation, lockdowns and restrictions
heightened and emphasised the end result.
“This year has definitely had its ups and downs,” Poppie said.
“It was quite hard seeing everyone back at school once Queensland’s restrictions eased, especially because I
was still stuck in a different country without my friends and had to do classes online.
“The beginning of COVID and having to leave Australia for four months caused a lot of stress for me which
also influenced a part of my artwork.
‘Isolated in Ambiguity’ represents my personal experiences with anxiety and how it can feel as though I am
isolated from everyone around me.
“Seeing other people struggle with the same thing all around the world also made me realise that what I
was feeling was normal and that my artwork idea was more relevant than ever.”
Poppie’s work, which is an augmented reality artwork, with an animation, audio and a printed digital
illustration component, showcases various symptoms of anxiety and how they affect her personally.
To complete the artwork she composed multiple images of herself into a still digital illustration, with
animation and audio files into the EyeJack Creator app which is where the augmented reality feature came
to life.
“When doing this, there were some technical difficulties, but they were solved after researching more about
the app,” she said.
“The artwork was originally going to be an animation that would play through a big screen at the exhibition;
however, my teacher introduced me to the world of augmented reality, and it became much more than a
short animation.
“The drawings within the animation were initially going to be simpler sketches, but it evolved into more
‘scientific-like’ drawings.”
Having her artwork feature at GoMA is a dream come true for Poppie, who plans to study a Bachelor of Arts
next year and one day feature her art in exhibitions and possibly become an illustrator of children’s books.
“I remember going to the visual art exhibitions since I was in primary, all the way through to secondary
school and was always so inspired by the grade 12s’ artworks – hoping that my art would be just as good
when I made it to my last year of school,” she said.
“I am extremely proud of my achievements regarding art this year and being a part of the GoMA Creative
Generation exhibition is very exciting!”
Poppie is the fourth St Andrew’s student in the past five years to be represented in this prestigious
exhibition.
The ‘Creative Generation Excellence Awards in Visual Art’ recognises and promotes excellence in visual art
education throughout Queensland state and non-state secondary schools.
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The exhibition showcases senior visual art students’ high degree of sophistication in concepts and diversity
of technical competence.
View Poppie’s artwork as part of the Creative Generation Awards and read more online.

News • Monday 16 November 2020 • By Philippe Coquerand

Former ballet dancer celebrates her 103rd birthday in Robina

Victoria Lowney with The Queensland Ballet dancer Tonia Looker at the Robina Respite Centre

Victoria Lowney might have just turned 103 but she is still young enough to curtsy as she enters a room.
The former ballerina celebrated her milestone birthday and was treated to a party with friends and carers at
Anglicare Southern Queensland’s Robina Respite Centre on Friday 23 October.
Victoria, who still lives alone, paraded slowly around the room with her walker, but boasted she could still
kick her leg high if she wanted to.
One of her carers, Anglicare Southern Queensland’s Lifestyle Assistant Kathleen Kirkpatrick, chimed in: “Last
time she did that she fell over.”
But according to Victoria, movement is the secret to living a long life.
“It’s doing something to keep you on the move,” she said.
“My doctors, six of them, (ask) ‘what do you put it down to?’ and (I say) ‘well, doing something, move, do
some work and keep going’.”
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Victoria was born in Cornwall in the UK in 1917 before immigrating to New Zealand with her family.
She was a tiny child and a doctor’s advice for physical development was to exercise at a Russian-run dance
studio in Auckland, so she took up ballet at the age of six.
Soon after, she arrived in Australia and joined the Helene Kirsova School of Russian Ballet, and later became
a member of the Australian British Ballet Organisation.
In 1937, when she was 20, she posed for the cover of a highly-regarded magazine, The Dancer.
The Queensland Ballet surprised Victoria with a beautiful eight-minute shout out from all the dancers and
even went one further by sending ballet dancer Tonia Looker to help celebrate the day.
Victoria’s career was cut short when, at 24, she married her late husband Alphonsus in 1942.
Her career in professional dance was also a casualty of World War II, which shut down the arts sector.
Victoria has been attending the Robina Respite Centre since it opened about 20 years ago.
“She’s been a regular. She’s involved with the art group, craft group and still goes on all the outings,” Mrs
Kirkpatrick said.
“She’s so enthusiastic. She thinks everybody could be up and moving if they just put their mind to it. That’s
what she says – that they don’t try hard enough.
“She’s got so much zest for life still. Every time she comes, she wants to get stuck into it. If we sit around at
morning tea for too long, she starts getting up and clearing up the dishes so we can get on with the craft.’’
Victoria lives in a flat next door to her family. She has two children and two grandchildren who are said to
have inherited her talents.
Happy Birthday, Victoria!
Media Coverage:
1. 7 News Gold Coast aired a story on Victoria’s 103rd birthday here.
2. 9 News Gold Coast and 9 News Queensland aired a story on Victoria’s 103rd birthday
3. Gold Coast Bulletin published a story here
First published on the Anglicare Southern Queensland website on 3 November 2020.
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News • Tuesday 10 November 2020

Government must reconsider JobSeeker cuts

Anglicare Australia has responded to reports of further cuts to JobSeeker, urging the Government to
reconsider.
“This new cut will cause anguish and real hardship for Australians out of work. It will push them into poverty
– instead of helping them stay on their feet,” Anglicare Australia’s Deputy Executive Director Imogen
Ebsworth said.
“Everyone understands that there are nowhere near enough jobs for the people who need them.
“These cuts will plunge hundreds of thousands of Australians – and over a million children – into poverty.”
Ms Ebsworth called on the Government to keep the JobSeeker rate above the poverty line permanently.
“People will be recovering from this pandemic for months and years to come. They need certainty. That
means a permanent increase, not more cuts. We should be supporting everyone to recover from this crisis.
“Instead of helping people plan for their future, these changes will simply ‘phase-in’ poverty.”
Ms Ebsworth said there was still time to avoid the mistakes of the past.
“The old rate of JobSeeker was frozen for almost three decades. It became a poverty trap, locking people
out of work and forcing them to turn to agencies like ours just to get by.
“When Prime Minister Morrison lifted JobSeeker, he righted that wrong. People out of work were finally
given a path out of poverty. These cuts will take that hope away – and build a new trap.
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“The Government can still choose to give people a pathway out of poverty, and stop children from being
trapped in years of hardship.
“It’s time for to the Government to raise the rate for good, instead of leaving people behind,” Ms Ebsworth
said.

Reflections • Friday 13 November 2020 • By The Rev'd Owen Strong

Building networks of parishioners

The Rev'd Owen Strong with fellow parishioners in August 2020

Parish congregations have traditionally been communities gathered around a parish priest. The impacts of
COVID-19 have shone a light on the limitations of this model.
For individuals to have access to their fellow parishioners, parishes need to (in part) facilitate the building of
networks of parishioners.
As a retired clergyperson, I uniquely experience parish life from both the sanctuary and the pew. During the
period of online-only church, I felt that many of the ways in which I gained a sense of connection with
fellow worshippers was severed, especially as someone in a high-risk COVID-19 demographic.
Before COVID-19, I was able to easily chat with people who usually sat in the next pew or across the aisle
before or after church. When church services were held wholly online, I didn’t get to see my fellow
community members for these rich conversations.
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During the period of online-only church, I had no way of contacting many of these folk, as I did not have
their contact details or know all of their names. I was unsure whether they even participated in virtual
worship as I did. I would worry about them – wondering if they were well. I wasn’t sure if they still identified
as members of our congregation. I grieved their physical absence. This experience really hit home for me
the limitations of traditional church models where the priest is the centre and the conduit.
My wife, Pat, and I are part of a homegroup that met regularly prior to COVID-19. Members of our group
communicated via email and were able to continue communicating even when we could not meet face to
face. This was really important to our homegroup members.
One of the challenges parishes faced when solely online worship was happening was finding and facilitating
ways of connecting those who wanted conversational and informal contact with other parishioners. While
some I worshipped with before COVID-19 may not have desired this, many others yearned for it.
How a parish facilitates connecting folk can be a challenge. In gathering contact details of parishioners,
parishes need to assure folk that their privacy will be respected. Without the specific permission of
parishioners, parishes are unable to pass on their contact details. Going forward, it would be helpful if this
permission is sought to help kickstart offsite connection that is initiated and driven by parishioners.

News • Monday 16 November 2020 • By World Council of Churches

WCC publishes 'Global Health COVID-19 Response
Framework'

Custodian James Jimmerson disinfects pews to prevent any possible spread of the coronavirus at Belmont
United Methodist Church in Nashville on Sunday 10 May 2020, following online worship, which is recorded in
the sanctuary. As churches consider returning to in-person worship, cleaning measures are one of many factors
leaders will need to consider. “I believe my job, my part in this, is to make sure people are safe in here,”
Jimmerson said (Photo by Mike DuBose, UM News)
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After ongoing consultations between church and healthcare leaders from many countries, the World
Council of Churches has published an ‘Ecumenical Global Health COVID-19 Response Framework’.
The framework, which is the product of collaboration by more than 40 organizations, provides practical
ways to translate the Church’s prophetic voice into action in ways that demonstrate love and compassion.
“This framework organically developed from the monthly online meetings that we hold with ecumenical
health partners from national Christian health associations, international Christian health organisations and
regional conferences of churches from all parts of the world. Many church partners are in the forefront
dealing with the COVID-19 pandemic, and are keen to collaborate with governmental and other
stakeholders, especially to re-imagine a better post-COVID world.” Dr Mwai Makoka, programme executive
for Health and Healing, said.
An encapsulation of faith engagement with the pandemic, the framework focuses on short- to mediumterm responses to protect and preserve lives and livelihoods. It also creates a context for accelerating
progress towards longer-term goals for resilience, human sustenance, and development.
The vision behind the framework embraces a holistic approach to health through mechanisms that provide
accurate information, resources to promote resilience, and possibilities to assess and respond to health
needs in integrated ways.
In a table format, the framework identifies core challenges and response strategies, and also recommends
specific actions to advocates, practitioners, researchers, and other key stakeholders.
This ensures a tool that provides practical, simple guidelines for action through which faith communities
can have an impact for their members and beyond in these challenging times.
Download the publication
First published on the World Council of Churches website on 12 November 2020.
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News • Monday 16 November 2020 • By Anglican Communion News Service

Archbishop Justin Welby pays tribute after death of Britain’s
former Chief Rabbi Sacks

Rabbi Sacks with then-Archbishop of Canterbury Rowan Williams at the 2008 Lambeth Conference

The Archbishop of Canterbury has paid tribute to the former Chief Rabbi of Great Britain and the
Commonwealth, Lord Jonathan Sacks, who died on Saturday, just weeks after announcing he had cancer.
Rabbi Sacks served as Chief Rabbi for 22 years before retiring in 2013. He was buried yesterday [Sunday 8
November] in a modest ceremony attended by just a few people because of England’s current COVID-19
lockdown restrictions.
In a brief statement on Saturday, Archbishop Justin spoke of his “deep sadness”, and said that Rabbi Sacks
had “devoted so much of his life to reflecting on God at the most profound level – and we are all the
beneficiaries of his wisdom.”
Archbishop Justin added: “At the same time, Rabbi Sacks was always someone who you could relate to
instantly. He was always thoroughly part of the world and he relished that.
“He had a deep commitment to interpersonal relationships – and when you met him you couldn’t help but
be swept up in his delight at living, his sense of humour, his kindness, and his desire to know, understand
and value others.
“It was that rare combination – profound depth, and equally profound commitment to relating with others –
that made the leadership he offered possible.
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“My prayers are especially with Rabbi Sacks’s family, with all those whose lives he touched, and with the
whole Jewish community as they come to terms with this great loss.
May his memory be a lasting blessing.”
The Council of Christians and Jews, the world’s oldest inter-faith organisation, described Rabbi Sacks as “a
towering religious leader and intellectual…He developed friendships with successive Archbishops of
Canterbury, [Roman Catholic] Archbishops of Westminster and other Christian leaders.
“His books, other writings, lectures and media appearances were followed and admired not only by the
Jewish community but by millions of Christians and people of all faiths and none. His sparkling address to
the Lambeth Conference in 2008 is still remembered today…His influence will endure for years to come
through the many he inspired, influenced and touched with his warmth and wisdom.”
First published on the Anglican Communion News Service website on 9 November 2020.

News • Monday 16 November 2020 • By World Council of Churches

WCC’s Pan-African Women of Faith to promote webinar series
on justice and peace

The World Council of Churches’ network of Pan African Women of Faith will host a series of webinars
exploring different facets of the Pilgrimage of Justice and Peace from the lens of a wholistic Pan-African
perspective.

In five episodes held on the third Thursday of each month beginning on 19 November, the webinars will
explore the following themes: ‘Answering the Ancestral Call of Legacy and Leadership’, ‘The Healing in Our
Lament’, ‘Hope: Unity Within Diversity’, ‘The Celebration in Transformation’, and ‘Resurrection: The Diakonia
at Work in the World Today’.
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Promoted by the World Council of Churches, Bread for the World (USA), the All Africa Conference of
Churches and Africa & African Diaspora, the webinars will feature pastors, scholars, lay leaders, interfaith
and public policy partners and multi-thinkers.
For more information on the webinar episodes, please visit the World Council of Churches website.
First published on the World Council of Churches website on 10 November 220.

Sunday Devotions • Monday 16 November 2020 • By Petra Dalle Cort

Sunday Devotion, 22 November 2020: Christ the King / The
Reign of Christ
Not just following the flock
Main Readings: Ezekiel 34.11-16, 20-24; Psalm 100 or Psalm 95.1-7; Ephesians 1.15-23; Matthew 25.31-46
Supplementary Readings: Psalm 68.1-18; 1 Corinthians 2.1-10; 1 Samuel 16.2-13; Psalm 93; Matthew 21.111
“I will save my flock, and they shall no longer be ravaged; and I will judge between sheep and sheep.”
(Ezekiel 34.22)
Have you ever kept livestock as pets? Not a goldfish, cat or dog but farm animals, such as chickens or
ducks. My family lives on a sugar cane farm in Northern Queensland, so we had chickens. They were entirely
dependent upon us to care for them, but we looked to them for eggs. Some were better layers than others.
A shepherd in Biblical times would be in a very similar situation. He would care for his village’s sheep and
every day walk them to good pasture and plentiful water. The shepherd was faithful, demonstrating concern
for each and every one of his sheep – ensuring that none were lost. However, he also looked to them to
provide wool for weaving and meat for food. God is often depicted in the Bible as a shepherd and the
analogy is quite clear.
However, we often forget that there is discernment in the role of a shepherd and not just care. The sheep
needed to be sorted from the goats that they were mixed with and also from each other.
If we say that we believe in God as our Shepherd, then we have to recognise that our words, actions and
behaviours are to be worthy of him.
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